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MEETING NOTICE
Digging in Gaol is the title of Ian Kenyon's presentation
to our first general meeting in the New Year. Despite the title, his
project has had no grave consequences .... to date. We will be returning
to our usual Museum of Indian Archaeology meeting facilities at 8:00 P.M.
on January 8. Look forward to seeing you!

DON'T FORGET YOUR 1981CHAPTER DUES
(AN EVEN BETTER BARGAIN THIS YEAR AT LAST YEAR'S RATES0

EXECUTIVE REPORT

As reported by Rob Pihl at our Christmas gathering, the 1981 Chapter
executive includes the following people:
Jim Keron
President
Rob Pihl
Vice-President
Charles Nixon
Secretary
George Connoy
Treasurer
Norah McWilliam
Past President
These hard working members deserve a large vote of thanks and our active
support over the coming year. While the Chapter does not have an O.A.S.
symposium to organize, we can look forward to a continuation of the annual
bus tours, as well as expanded opportunities for member field involvement
in local archaeology.
SOCIAL REPORT
Those who attended our Christmas celebration were treated to a
colour film on Olmec archaeology, accompanied by a wine and cheese buffet.
Following the film, a selection of slides describina Chapter field
activities over the 1980 season was presented by Jim. Thanks to Pat and
Jim for the refreshments, Rob for the film, and Betty and the Ministry
staff for the Christmas decorations.
If you have always wanted to see the pyramids and are wondering
what to do next November, Charles Garrad is organizing an O.A.S. tour of
Egypt. At a basic cost of $1500.00, the two weeks are excellent value
for your money.
Our readers will note that this issue includes another excellent
19th Century Notes contribution submitted by Mr. Tim Kenyon, as well as the
continuation of our Southwestern Ontario Projectile Point Typology. Future
issues will include point descriptions by such researchers as Chris Ellis
(alias Mr. Hi Lo) presently studying at Simon Fraser University!
The following article is presented as a reminder to our readers of
the tool manufacturing sequences represented in the archaeological record....

MAKING GENESEE POINTS BY THE NIAGARA RIVER

IAN T, KENYON

INTRODUCTION
Almost three decades ago, John Witthoft (1971) discussed in his article
"Broad Spearpoints and the Transitional Period Cultures" the production sequence of
certain projectile point types found in the Late Archaic of eastern Pennsylvania.
These types included Lehigh Broad (similar to the Snook Kill points of New York),
Susquehanna Broad and Perkiomen. Witthoft observed that these point types were
all made from a distinctive five-sided or pentagonal preform. Although working
almost entirely from surface collections, he correctly concluded that these
points pertained to a "Transitional Period culture" intermediate between the
Archaic and Woodland periods. Witthoft's types are now all well carbon dated
to the second milleniurn B.C.

In southwestern Ontario, a cultural and chronological equivalent of
Witthoft's "broad spears" seems to be the Genesee point, which may date somewhere
between 2000 B.C. and 1500 B.C. Like the eastern Pennsylvania points, Genesees
appear to have been made from pentagonal preforms. Of all the available collections,
the manufacturing sequence of the Genesee point is perhaps best represented at the
Surma site, which is located by the Niagara River in Fort Erie, Ontario. The Surma
site was excavated and reported by Emerson and Noble (1966); the reader is directed
to plate 2 of their report which illustrates most of the Genesee points found at
the site. Surma is a multicomponent site but apparently there was little evidence
of stratigraphy (most of the site was in the grounds of the Queen's Hotel and of
course there was much recent disturbance). Most of the prehistoric artifacts seem
to pertain to only two components: one is an early Late Woodland occupation containing
burials and the typical triangular Levanna points, the other is a Late Archaic component
having the Genesee point as the dominant form. Surma is located near an outcrop of
Onondaga chert and there is abundant evidence at the site for the different stages in
the production of Genesee points.
In this report, the Archaic bifaces from Surma are classified into three
production stages: 1.) ovate and triangular preforms (25 specimens studied);
2.) pentagonal preforms (17 specimens studied); 3.) stemmed points (27 specimens
studied). Figure 1 provides generalized illustrations of these three stages.

STAGE 1
OVATE + TRIANGULAR
PREFORMS

STAGE 2
PENTAGONAL PREFORMS

STAGE 3
STEMMED POINTS

STAGE 1: OVATE AND TRIANGULAR PREFORMS
The first stage in making a Genesee point consists of producing a bifacial
preform that has a roughly ovate or triangular outline. The margins of these preforms
tend to be rather wavy or irregular since they lack the extensive secondary retouching
found in the later stages of production. At Surma this class shows considerable
variability since it includes preforms ranging along a continuum between "rough outs"
(crudely trimmed slabs of chert) and well-shaped bifaces ready for the modifications
of stage 2. Some of the ovate and triangular bifaces have large unresolved lumps
and perhaps should be classed as "rejects". Also, since the site contains culturally
mixed deposits it may be that some of the specimens are not Late Archaic in age.
The standard deviations given in Table 1 reflect the metric variability of this
class when compared with the lower standard deviations usually seen in the corresponding
dimensions of the pentagonal preforms and stemmed points. The ovate and triangular
preforms are notably thicker than the pentagonal and stemmed bifaces, although the
stage 1 bifaces have about the same average width as the pentagonal preforms. The
rather short mean length of the ovate and triangular preforms may be due to the
inclusion 1n this class of "rejects" discarded because they were too short and,
perhaps, Intrusive specimens from other components.
STAGE 2: PENTAGONAL PREFORMS

Pentagonal preforms have a five-sided outline (see Figure 1). They are
ovate and triangular preforms that have had their basal corners retouched ("clipped")
to form a contracting stem. Usually the lateral margins of the stem have a slightly
concave outline. In the archaeological literature pentagonal preforms have been
given a variety of names; notably, "corner removed points" and "Susquehanna knives".
Although some of these five-sided bifaces may well be points or knives, most of
them, as suggested by Witthoft, are probably preforms or blanks. I also suspect
that sometimes pentagonal preforms are identified as Snook Kill points. The
measurements of the pentagonal preforms (Table 2) show that this is a more uniform
class than the ovate and triangular preforms — the standard deviations for length,
(shoulder) width, and thickness are all lower in the stage 2 bifaces than in
stage 1 bifaces. The pentagonal preforms are notably thinner than the ovate and
triangular preforms, and the stage 2 bifaces tend to be more symmetrical in outline
and display more controlled flaking.
STAGE 3: STEMMED POINTS

FIGURE 2: Diagrammatic drawing of

pentagonal preform (outer line) and
stermed point (inner line). Both
shown actual size following mean
measurements of tables 2+3.

Figure 2 is constructed from the mean measurements
of the pentagonal preforms and stemmed points
(Tables 2 and 3). This figure gives a general
idea of the size differences between stage 2 and
stage 3 bifaces. In making the finished point
the blade and base are retouched to their final
form. Because of this retouching along all margins,
the planar dimensions of the finished point
are reduced by several millimeters when compared
to those of the pentagonal preform. The stem,
which is nearly parallel-sided, is "cut in" from
the clipped corners of the pentagonal preform.
The blade outlines of the point vary from convex
to almost straight to ogival (concavo-convex).
This variation in blade shape is also found in
the pentagonal preforms although with the preforms
the range of variability is somewhat less (e.g.
the almost exaggerated ogival form found in some

of the points is seen in the pentagonal preforms

TABLE 1: OVATE AND TRIANGULAR PREFORM MEASUREMENTS (25 specimens)
DIMENSION
n
x
8
range
Length
19
69.47 11.65
49-85
Width
25
43.68 7.20
29-60
Thickness
25
18.18 4.58 10.9-28.2
TABLE 2: PENTAGONAL PREFORM MEASUREMENTS (17 specimens)
DIMENSION
n
x
s
range
Length
9
79.89 11.06
64-94
Shoulder Width 17
44.00 5.84
35-56
Base Width
16
21.25 5.25
10-35
Shoulder Height 17
17.29 3.44
12-23
Thickness
16
11.83 2.52
6.3-16.8
TABLE 3: STEMMED POINT MEASUREMENTS (27 specimens)
DIMENSION
n
x
s
range
Length
16
65.94 15.61
49-107
Shoulder Width 26
34.15 5.71
25-47
Stem Width
26
20.62 2.65
15-27
Base Width
24
18.83 3.25
11-23
Blade Length
16
50.94 14.29
36-88
Shoulder Height 24
15.21 2.30
11-19
Stem Length
24
12.88 2.19
8-16
Thickness
25
9.88 1.30
6.7-12.5
KEY:

n = number of measurable points
x = mean

a = standard deviation
all measurements in millimetres,
all specimens are Onondaga chert.
TABLE 4: BLADE LENGTH OF STEMMED POINTS
lOrrm CLASS INTERVALS
NUMBER
20-29
0
30-39
3
40-49
6
50-59
4
60-69
1
70-79
1
80-89
1
90-99
0

but to a lesser degree). Some of the stemmed bifaces at Surma are not projectile
points. One specimen has tip rounding similar to a peculiar use-wear pattern
seen on some greywacke bifaces from the Ausable Valley (Kenyon 1979). Another
stemmed biface, possibly a broken point, has a scraper edge on its distal end.
Of the various stemmed point collections described in a recent Ontario
Archaeology article (Kenyon 1980), the Surma points are most similar to those
from the Oatman site, which is located in eastern New York near the Vermont
border.
CONCLUSION
The Surma collection illustrates the three major stages in the production
of a Genesee point. In southwestern Ontario the pentagonal preform, the
intermediate production stage, seems to be a diagnostic of the Late Archaic
"broad spear" or "broadpoint" culture. Pentagonal preforms seem to be common
only near the sources of raw materials from which they were made. The relatively
high number of pentagonal preforms at Surma (a ratio of about 2 preforms per
3 finished points) is a pattern unlikely to be found in areas at some distance
from lithic sources. For example, west of London,Genesee points of Onondaga
chert are fairly common but Onondaga pentagonals are only infrequent finds.
In the Ausable Valley of Lake Huron, stemmed points of Kettle Point chert,
which is locally available, and Onondaga chert, which is not local, are both
common; predictably,pentagonal preforms of Kettle Point chert are frequent
finds (on some sites they may even outnumber the finished points of this
lithic) but Onondaga chert pentagonals are comparatively rare.
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DANIELS TRIANGULAR POINTS
SIZE: These generally small bifaces range from 17-41 mm. in
length, 9-27 mm.in width and 3-7 mm. in thickness.
SHAPE: The modal lateral edge configuration of these triangular
points is convex, while the base is usually concave. However,
both the lateral and basal edges can be convex, straight or
concave, or any combination of these. Cross-sections are
primarily bi-convex and lenticular.
FLAKING: There is a great variation in secondary flake scar
attributes and distribution over these bifaces; however, the patterning is
usually irregular and totally bifacial. Some specimens may exhibit only
edge retouching on one or both faces.
RAW MATERIAL: The majority of the Daniels Triangular points are manufactured
of Onondaga chert, although some Ancaster, Niagara and Kettle Point chert
specimens have been recorded.
DISTRIBUTIONS: These points occur throughout the Niagara Peninsula and the
middle to lower Grand River drainage, as well as the Hamilton vicinity and
northeast to the Milton area. They have also been recovered from several
village sites in Chatham.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Daniels Triangular points characterize the
Neutral Confederacy from c.1550 A.D. until their mid-seventeenth century
dispersal. They appear to date earlier on the Chatham area villages and
are closely analogous to Ritchie's (1971) Madison points from New York
State.
REMARKS: These small triangular bifaces were manufactured on flake blanks
and probably served primarily as arrowpoints. Their variable form suggests
that little time was expended in the manufacture of these points, which
are usually abundant on late proto-historic and historic period Neutral
villages.
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NINETEENTH CENTURY NOTES
THOMAS KENYON

MARBLES

Although marbles have existed for thousands of years, it was not until the 19th
and 20th centuries that they became plentiful. Marbles shown below are types
generally found on 19th and 20th century sites in Ontario. In a series of 19th
century sites in Brant
and Haldimand Counties
the most popular style
was stone followed by
porcelain, glass and

clay. Chart on right
is adapted from
"Marbles as Historical
Artifacts" by Mark E.
Randall.

Major Marble Types by Dates

H M - Hand Made

M M - Machine Made

STONE

£<MM SWIRLS
wlwMCAISEYES

CLAY these range in size from 13 to 25mm in a variety
of solid and speckled colors. "Crockery" marbles
have a clay body with a heavy mottled brown or blue
glaze, (ill. on right).
STONE manufactured from limestone, colors ranging
from light brown to grey to bluish purple; diameters from 10 to 32mm. Smooth finish, some examples
show a small flat facet. Occasionally made from
semi-precious stones, eg. onyx, agate, (ill. on right)..
PORCELAIN or china marbles were produced in Germany
starting in the 18th c. (Baumann 1970). They range
• in size from 10 to 28mm; body opaque white, with
various painted designs in colors of red, blue,
green, brown and black. When found on sites, some
of the designs appear faded.
GLASS HM SPIRALS hand made, ranging in size from
12 to at least 35mm. Clear glass body with fine
lines and ribbons of various colors twisting
from one pole to the other. At the poles are
pontil and cut marks; these show as a slight
depression or projection surrounded by a small
area of rough or ground glass.
GLASS MM SWIRLS were machine made in a great variety of swirl designs
and sizes from opaque and transparent colored glass. Early catalogues
called these-agates, onyx or cloudies.
GLASS MM CATS EYES machine made, these were developed first by the
Japanese manufacturers. They have a clear body with interior designs
of from 3 to 10 "vanes" (strips of colored glass) which extend from
pole to pole.
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